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by Wallace Woodward

H AP P I N ES S

I N S AD N ES S

OW can happiness be found in a place of sadness? Well, that’s a good question. This
“mourning” is not talking about the grumps
and sour spirits of the world, it’s talking about
we find happiness in the forgiveness and cleansthose who have a real sense of the nature of their sin, sins,
ing
we
receive from God.
and are truly sorry for it, and who ask God for forgiveness.
H AP P I N ES S I N H U M I L I TY
There is a lot of misunderstanding over the word
meekness today. To the modern mind meekness is a
trait to avoid; for to the worldly minded meekness is
associated with weakness, but this just isn’t true.
Meekness is not weakness. It may rhyme, but the similarity stops there. In fact, its meaning is just the opposite of weakness; for meekness is strength under
control. Meekness requires inner strength. Only let
those who doubt this conclusion try to follow Jesus’
example: Let them turn the other cheek when smitten.
Let them practice self-control, giving back good for
evil. Let them go the second mile, when duty only requires them to go the first mile. These all represent the
of meekness. Meekness is self-control; though it
There is no regret in godly sorrow, for it results in fruit
is
not
the work of self at all, but is the result of yielding
forgiveness, and finally in salvation.
self to Christ. Jesus did his Father’s will; he had yielded
his will to that of his Father. The only truly meek
people are those who understand the self-control the
Bible talks about – the self-control that is the result of
the spirit of God getting control of our lives.
God will lift us up, only after we have gone through
this time of affliction and mourning, as it says in Revelation 21:4, “And God shall wipe away all tears from
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It is only as we perceive the true nature of sin, and
are thus led to mourn its dreadful results, and to seek
God’s forgiveness, that he can bring us comfort. We
are told even by worldly counselors today, (not that I
put a lot of stock in counselors, psychiatrists, or psychologist) that mourning and tears are part of the
grieving process; that where there is no grieving, it
hampers the healing process; and that if they hold
back, and don’t go through this grieving process, that
it can turn into hatred, resentment, and anger.

That’s something to be joyful and happy about.
Once we’ve mourned over our sins, and confessed our
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rather than to settle for a little time of hunger and
thirst after something better.

This is an amazing passage when you stop to think
about it – the control that Jesus had. Here is the epitome of meekness; for he had the authority to call
twelve legions of angels, but didn’t. It’s one thing to be
meek when you can’t do anything else, but it is an entirely different thing to be meek when, with one word,
you could simply obliterate your opponents. Jesus had
all the power and strength of heaven on his side, but
by meekness, he yielded to his Father’s will.
While we may live on a planet that has gone mad,
an earth where illusion and delusion rule; yet those
that are in control of planet earth will go the way of all
men. This earth doesn’t belong to the rich and powerful; for Jesus says that it is the inheritance of the meek.

H AP P I N ES S

I N H U N G ER AN D TH I RS T

The worldly thinker looks at happiness in opposite
terms – “happy are the full and satisfied,” but Jesus
turns this concept up-side-down. No literal hunger for
physical food is here intended, but a hunger and thirst
for righteousness. Only those who are not self-satisfied and content with their present condition will be
blessed. No, sir, none who think themselves rich, increased with goods, and in need of nothing shall find
true satisfaction.
Picture us for a moment as God’s family – children
sitting at our heavenly Father’s table – we have come,
saying, “We are hungry”. In his goodness, God offers
us the best of food: bread, fruits, and vegetables; but
we say to him, “I’m not hungry for that. I want real
food.” Just as children are at times unwilling to accept
good food, so we too are often unwilling to accept the
righteousness of God, but would rather have some
other righteousness. I think of the children of Israel:

They could not endure a little hunger. They lusted
for the “real food” of Egypt. They were spiritually
blind, and failed to see that God had good things in
store for them. They wanted the “fast-food” of their
day, Egyptian style. Spiritually we are at times too
willing to settle for that “good enough” spiritual life,

H AP P I N ES S

I N F O RG I V EN ES S

Most of us would agree that mercy is a blessing
when received, but Jesus does not say, “blessed are
those that obtain mercy,” instead he says, “blessed are
the merciful,” meaning those who give mercy. We all
have been hurt deeply by others, and we all have felt
that restlessness of soul until we surrendered our
pride, and forgave the one who had wounded us.
Maybe that person didn’t know it or didn’t even care,
but you knew and you cared; and forgiveness was the
way you finally found peace, the blessing of the merciful. In forgiving you found true happiness. “Blessed
are the merciful: for they shall obtain mercy.” If God
can forgive us our sin against him, which is infinitely
greater than any earthly wrong we have suffered, then
cannot we learn to forgive others, and be children of
our heavenly Father?

M ISSON REPORT

Greetings from Brazil to all of my brethren and sisters in America and throughout the world.
The past 2 months have been very active in the
Brazilian vineyard. I have been to various areas of
Brazil. I left dear br. Bruno's house in the mountains,
and departed for a city called Cotia, just outside of Sao
Paulo, the largest city in Brazil.
I was encouraged with my visit as I met sincere
brothers and sisters who are building homes in the
country. They also bake wholesome bread, and sell it
to the public. They desire true education and involvement in a School of the Prophets.
I spent my time in Cotia at a dear brother’s house
whose name is Francisco. He has known the truth
about God for only a couple of months, yet his heart
desires complete consecration in doing the will of
God.
After leaving Cotia I found my self 2 hours outside
of Rio De Janeiro, in a port town named Angra dos
Reis. This stop afforded me a week’s stay with a family, and we had some great studies on the nature of
sin and of Christ. I also spoke on the topic of true
education, this was well received by the believers,
who now see a great need for it. Fabio and Luana hosted me and we had wonderful fellowship together.
Please continue your prayers for the work here in
Brazil.

Morgan Polsky
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T H O M AS A KE N S

CIRCULAR REASONING

of the Hebrew words chodesh and mo‘ed (which we
covered in part one of this series), the author then
states:
The claim is made that they are “a special class of
worship day all by themselves” ( Ibid). From this assumption the author now deduces the following conclusion:

T

HERE is only one honest example of circular
reasoning: What God says is true, because God
says it is true. This is the only honest circular
reasoning. All other foundations upon which a circular reasoning is attempted must fail, because they are
not founded upon what God has said. God said what
he meant, and he meant what he said. He has been fair
and honest with us in his language. His meaning has
been clear with regard to the Sabbath day. His reasoning has been simple and logical all the way through.
However, as we examine the arguments used in support of a lunar sabbath, we see that they are based
upon a circular reasoning unfounded in the word of
God. What follows is a prime example of just such
reasoning:

This is circular reasoning. Their argument thus far
goes like this: (1) The Sabbath is the “seventh day”. (2)
It is a “specific day”. (3) It can only be reckoned by “the
luni-solar calendar”. (4) This calendar “begins with the
new moon.” (5) God created the sun and moon “for
the express purpose of calculating time”. (6) These
“New Moons are tied to the seventh-day Sabbaths
throughout Scripture.” (7) So “the weekly Sabbaths are
intrinsically linked with the moon.” (8) Therefore
“New Moon day restarts the weekly cycle.”
However “sound” such a reasoning may seem, it is
nothing more than an assumption. The only conclusive facts in it all are that the Sabbath is a “specific day,”
“the seventh day”. The rest are simply assumptions.
They require you and me to make a deductive leap of
faith based upon the assumption of certain “facts”
nowhere stated in Scripture. I for one am not willing
The language seems biblical enough, but note care- to take such a deductive leap of faith, and I hope you
are not either.
fully what follows:
The basis for their whole argument is founded on
the assumption that the modern seven-day-week
doesn’t exist, because it is a falsehood adopted from
paganism:
What is “the correct method of time measurement”?

What is “the luni-solar calendar of Creation”?

It is true that the names of the days used by many
nations come “from the pagan planetary week.” Yet
this fact cannot affect the existence of the days themselves. To say that the week of seven days is “pagan”,
and doesn’t exist in its present order, simply because
the names are pagan, would be to argue that the
months January, February, March, April, May, June,
July, and August are “pagan”, and don’t exist in their
present order, because their names are pagan. Both are
pure assumptions with no basis in fact.

To prove the above 1 Samuel 20:5, 18, 24-25 is cited
as examples of this fact. Now, if you are like me, when
you read these verses, you too probably will wonder
what they have to do with calculating the day of the
week? The answer is, they have nothing whatsoever to
do with the day of the week. They simply tell us that
the first day of the month is “the new moon”. The day
of the week is neither mentioned nor implied anyThe above argument really amounts to arguing
where therein.
over apples and oranges. It assumes a relation that is
Next, comes an attempt to explain their supposed nowhere found in Scripture – that weeks are to be govconnection as to how the moon governs the week:
erned by the month. It is as if I were to say that the
centimeter cannot be used to measure the empirical
inch, because it lacks one vital element: the inch. Of
Then, after some discussion about the significance course one can’t measure inches with centimeters, be-

cause they are two different units of measurement.
The one cannot be used to measure the other. They
And, as if in response to our imminent demand for
belong to two separate systems. They are apples and them to present their boasted “weight of evidence,”
oranges. Therefore we don’t measure month’s by the they promptly tell us:
week, nor do we measure weeks by the month.
Let us now ask for a “thus saith the Lord” in explanation of a lunar sabbath. What is their official
reply?
I would gladly accept such a plain, though forced,
admission that the doctrine of a lunar sabbath has no
Scriptural basis whatsoever, were it not promptly excused and explained away as a matter of “Common
knowledge”. Common to whom? Certainly not to the
Bible writers. And where do they get the idea that “all
used a luni-solar calendar”? Which passage of
Is it just me, or do you too feel like our fair request nations
Scripture
leads them to such a conclusion? None, and
was nicely circuited? Where is the promised precept this fact they
themselves have readily admitted. I don’t
upon precept and line upon line; here a little, and know about you,
but I find it “impossible” to believe in
there a little? Surely they would show us where they a “biblical teaching”
are. After all it would be to their benefit to do so, text to explain it. that can’t muster even one Bible
wouldn’t it? Sure it would, if they intended our faith to
reader, no argument on earth can change the
rest upon a “thus saith the Lord”. However, not one factsDear
as
stated in the first two chapters of Genesis,
single text is given in support of the claim. Instead, the which clearly
mark out the days of the week, and give
burden of proof is unceremoniously plopped back to each its sequential
number. Regardless of whether
upon those of us who question the doctrine, as if you or not men have forgotten
to keep track of them, God
or I must prove the truth of a theory we ourselves dis- has not. And he has himself
reminded men of their
pute.
obligation to keep his Sabbath, and has himself pointed out which day it is in the fourth commandment,
which points back to the days of creation.
And now, without having supplied us with so much
CON CLU SI ON
as even one clear or even plausible text in support of
While
some
call
obedience to teach and keep a
their theory, they now proceed to draw for us their lunar sabbath whichitmay
fall on any day of the week,
“logical” conclusion which they want you and me to yet this the Bible unsparingly
as iniquity or
draw from “the weight of evidence,” “when all texts lawlessness. I would point condemns
those
who
teach such
are brought together on the subject”. Here it is:
things to the words of Jesus:
Dear reader, the above is nothing more than a
boastful skepticism. It is pure, unadulterated doubt.
Such “faith” cannot save a soul. However, it will lead
to spiritual blindness and death. “There is a way
which seemeth right unto a man, but the end thereof
are the ways of death” (Proverbs 16:25). There most
certainly is evidence, and it is given in the simplest
and clearest of language, that all may know and believe. The only difficulty that any can justly have in regard to the Sabbath day is unbelief. They simply won’t
believe what is written. They lack that faith which believes the words as they are written. A faith which
neither quibbles over nor ignores evidence when it is
presented, but accepts it as the end to all doubts and
fears. Faith such as that of a little child is all that is required to know the truth. This only can “prove” anything to anyone; for without this kind of faith “it is
impossible to please him” (Hebrews 11:6).
And, as if their telling us that our faith in a seven
day week is “impossible” weren’t bad enough, they
boldly assert that,

To keep a lunar sabbath is to break the law, and not
merely the “letter of the law,” but the very heart and
spirit of it. It sets an example of disobedience to the
plain command of Jehovah before the watching world,
and justifies rebellion against God’s law. I therefore
exhort the honest-of-heart reader to prayerfully ponder the following words:

And so say I. Amen.

Gardening
W

PLANT & S OIL N UTRITION
by Bill Pinto

E CANNOT grow healthy nutritious plants
with unhealthy, imbalanced soil. Man was
made from “the dust of the Earth,” and our
health is dependent upon healthy nutritious rich
plants, grown in mineral rich soil. Most foods grown
today are deficient in mineral content, primarily due
to conventional farming practices, inadequate soil replenishment, pesticides, and chemical fertilizers, that
all create imbalances. Thus the rapid increase in degenerative disease.
Unfortunately, buying organic produce may not be
the answer. Today, organic farming has become an industry, and is being commercialized. Consider the
facts that not all organic farmers have the same ethical
values, and that the certifying bodies are relaxing their
standard of inspections. For example, on-site inspections are becoming less frequent with no soil or leaf
analysis to ascertain whether farmers are complying
with the correct standard of procedure.
True organic farming involves a lot more than just
avoiding chemicals and pesticides. Soil health should
be the heart of all farming practices.
To grow healthy mineral rich food on a small scale
perhaps for a few families is not difficult. But on a
commercial level it is more costly and labor intensive.
And with an ever growing demand for organic produce, coupled with high prices, some organic growers
are becoming more concerned with quantity rather
than quality.
Our only real solution is to grow our own food,
and whether we do this or not, a valuable tool to help
us know the mineral content of our foods is a Brix
meter. What is a Brix meter? It is a Refractometer. It is
used simply by placing one
drop of juice from the fruit or
leaf
you are testing onto the
Refractometer screen of the
meter, then looking
through the eye glass, and recording the reading. Brix
meters are not expensive, and along with a Brix chart,
they are valuable guides in helping us know the nutrient content of the foods (fruits and vegetables) we buy
or grow, and the health of our plants through leaf or
fruit analysis. Plants with a higher Brix reading will
have a higher sugar, protein, and mineral content, and
a greater density. That’s why mineral rich foods are always sweeter, heavier, and denser.
The minerals in our soil are what give the taste and
nutrition to our plants and ultimately to our cells.
Crops with higher Brix (12+) will be more resistant to

insects. Crops with a higher Brix will also have a lower
freezing point and therefore be less prone to frost
damage.
Another hazard in farming practices is that most
fruits and vegetables are picked too early when
nowhere near ripe, which results in very low Brix
readings. I have tested numerous “organic” vegetables
bought from markets with Brix readings as low as
commercial fruits and vegetables; yet another reason
why we should seek to grow our own food. For example a lettuce with a Brix of 4 is poor, 6 is average, 8
is good, and 12 is excellent. I have often tested organic
lettuce, and it has rarely produced a reading over 2! I
have found it to be the same with capsicums (peppers), having a Brix reading of 4 to 6, which is poor to
average. My red capsicums usually read around 22!
And anything over 12 is excellent.
As I stated at the beginning of this article, even if
we can afford it, simply buying organic produce is not
the answer. An individual may rightly choose to eat a
plant based diet, but still not receive the vitamins,
minerals, and trace elements needed to build healthy
cells to fight off disease and maintain good health.
We must become intelligent regarding our inspired
blueprint, “And the LORD God took the man, and put
him into the garden of Eden to dress it and to keep it”
(Genesis 2:15) “. . . they shall plant vineyards, and eat
the fruit of them” (Isaiah 65:21). When God created
man, He placed them in a garden made specially for
them, full of everything pleasant to the eyes and good
for food. Man was never intended to live in concrete
jungles, surrounded with noise, filth, and disease.
God’s will for us is to be where we will be in contact
with the things of nature, where our minds will naturally turn to Him in love and appreciation. Now, as
never before, the need for healthy bodies and minds
urges us to return to a life in the country, where we
can grow gardens, and eat the fruit of them.

Raquel’s Vegan Spinach Pesto

Ingredients:

1 cp of packed fresh basil leaves
1 cp of packed fresh baby spinach
2–3 cloves of garlic
2/3 cp extra-virgin olive oil
1/3 cp of cashews or
1/4 cp sesame seeds & 1/4 cp sunflower seeds
1/4 cp pine nuts (optional)
Salt to taste

Directions:

In a food processor, process spinach and basil
with the garlic and pine nuts. Add the oil and salt,
and process until smooth. Place in a bowl. Grind
the cashews or seeds to powder in blender or coffee grinder. Stir into the pesto and it is ready to
use with your favorite pasta!

O

by RaquelAkens

DRUG RESISTANT PATHOGENS

N January 6, 2014 news rang out from Chicago
of the largest outbreak of CRE (a very dangerous antibiotic-resistant bacteria). Forty-four
cases of CRE were discovered in northeastern Illinois,
linking them to endoscopic procedures done in a general hospital in the area. This is a big number when
compared to the total of 96 cases reported in the U.S.
since 2009. 1 CRE has now been found in 43 states. 2
On November 19, 2013, a man in New Zealand was
reported to have contracted the strain of bacterium
called KPC-Oxa 48, which is resistant to every antibiotic in the market. 3 There was
nothing that modern medicine
could do for him, other than
quarantine him for the last six
months of his life, for fear that
he would pass on the bacteria
to others in the community.
This fear of resistant bacteria
or “superbugs” spreading
across the nation is growing
among health officials in the
U.S. Last year the U.S. Centers
for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) published that,
in their “bare minimum, conservative” 4 estimates, 2 million
Americans get anti-biotic resistant infections each year, and
at least 23,000 die as a result. It
was the first time that the CDC
ranked these infections as urgent,
serious, and concerning.
Resistant pathogens have been mainly found in
health care settings, like nursing homes and hospitals.
It is certainly ironic that the breeding places for these
deadly pathogens are the very places people look to
for healing, and are considered by them to be the
most hygienic. The range of pathogens that have become resistant to drugs is wide, and includes those
bacteria which cause staph infections, gonorrhea,
tuberculosis, meningitis, pneumonia, typhoid fever,
salmonella, the viruses that bring influenza, the fungi
that cause candidiasis or yeast infections, and the
parasites that cause malaria. 5

TH E U SE

OF

A N TI B I O TI C S

The cause for this emergence of “superbugs” is obvious. In fact the director of CDC states the following:

This statement has come a long way when compared to the denial of antibiotic resistance among
certain leading health authorities during the 1950s.
One may think that the awareness of antibiotic resistance does not go that far back in history, but it certainly does. In fact, the fears of antibiotic resistance
was there from the very beginning. The very man
who discovered the first real antibiotic, penicillin,
dealt with these fears:
Says Newsweek, “ . . . every week in the year at least
one hospital in the cleanest country on earth is
threatened with an outbreak of serious ‘staph’ infections” (Sept. 29, 1958). 8 By the
1960s the idea of antibiotic
resistance was generally accepted. Since then many articles have been written which
“pass the buck” to the improper use of antibiotics and lack of
hygiene, to the nature of
pathogens, or to the overuse of
antibiotics. The director of the
CDC admitted that, “The use
of antibiotics is the single most
important factor.” None can
fairly deny that there has been
an overuse of antibiotics for
many decades now, but the real
problem is that, “Every time
antibiotics are used in any setting, bacteria evolve by developing resistance and that
process can happen with
alarming speed . . .” — Steve Solomon, Director of the
CDC’s Office ofAntimicrobial Resistance. 9

TH E

U S E O F AN TI B I O TI C S I N AN I M AL S

In 1950 it was discovered that antibiotics made
livestock grow much faster than conventional supplements. 10 The monetary benefits from the use of antibiotics were so great that by the 1970s more than 40%
of antibiotics produced in the US were consumed by
animals. 11 Today that percentage has grown to an average of around 80%. 12 There is a risk of being exposed to resistant bacteria not only from meat, but
from the packaging itself. “Consumer Reports’ findings, published on Thursday, underscore the potential
danger to Americans posed by an apparently high rate
of antibiotic-resistant bacteria in the poultry aisle.
Microbes that can resist multiple drugs lurked in
about half of the more than 300 samples of raw
chicken breasts tested by the consumer organization.

Nearly all the chicken, regardless of brand or
tion, sunshine for vitamin D and other benelabel, harbored at least one of six potentially
fits, pure air, abstaining from harmful food
harmful bacteria including E. coli and saland practices, exercise, rest, and trust in
monella.” 13 “Researchers bought beef,
God. What we call the “eight laws of
chicken, pork, and turkey in five U.S. THE H EALTH LAW health”. Praise God that pathogens can
cities and found that nearly half of the
never become resistant to these. I have
meat sampled – 47 percent – contained
heard of some of the most stubborn
I – PROPER D IET
drug resistant strains of Staphylococcus
bacterial infections and diseases being
aureus.” 14
conquered by faithfully applying these
II – EXERCISE
simple remedies – God’s prescription to
H YG I EN E
III – PURE WATER
fight pathogens.
It is important to note that, while
IV – S UNSHINE
good hygiene helps to prevent disease,
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In Science Daily it was noted that, “Triclosan – a
synthetic antibacterial widely used in personal care
products – is fueling the development of resistant
bacteria in streams and rivers. So reports a new paper
in the journal Environmental Science and Technology, which is the first to document triclosan resistance in a natural environment.” 17 Pure soap and clean
water are God’s simple way to maintain good hygiene.

T H E I M M U N E S YS TEM – G O D ’ S A N TI

P ATH O G EN

While we may not like to admit it, bacteria, germs,
and viruses are ever present with us. There is no way
that we can avoid them in our world. Those who believe in a loving, all-wise creator, who made us with
foresight and design, understand that He must have
made us with the ability to deal with these pathogens.
He gave to man a marvelous immune system that
nothing can excel. The solution then lies, not in antibiotics or any other biocide, but in maintaining a
healthy immune system, and assisting it in its work of
protecting our bodies. This is done with proper nutri-
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THE S PIRIT OF ECUMENISM

EPARATIONS can be painful, especially to the
young in age and experience, who often become discouraged, and so withdraw from the
body of believers. Is it necessary or even biblical?
Should differences in major doctrines warrant it?
Separation is a Biblical principle, and is necessary
under certain circumstances. Let’s have a look at some
examples in Scripture of when separation is necessary,
and see what answers they provide to the questions
we have posed.

D O C TRI N AL D I F F EREN C ES

2 John 1:10-11 tells us,

What doctrines are significant enough to warrant
not receiving someone into our house?

The doctrine which denies either the Divine or the
human natures of Christ.

T H E S W O RD

OF

T RU TH

Jesus tells us that he came not to bring peace, but a
sword, and to set men at variance with one another
(Matthew 10:34-35). Such a thing may at first seem
K I N G J EH O S H AP H AT
the un-christian thing to do, but Jesus knew that all
Judah’s king, Jehoshaphat, was obligated to unite who would follow His pure and holy life would find
his forces with Israel’s King Ahab in a battle because themselves at odds with those who hate the light of
of an alliance he had made. The Lord couldn’t bless truth. He knew that spiritual darkness and error will
Ahab in this undertaking, and it nearly
ever seek to obliterate the light of
cost Jehoshaphat his life. Upon his “If unity could be secured truth as it is in Christ Jesus. All those
return home, he was reproved by the
who love Jesus will love the truth, and
prophet Jehu. Jehu the son of Hanani, only by the compromise of will and should separate themselves
the seer, went out to meet him, and truth and righteousness, from everything that is of this world,
said to king Jehoshaphat,
and from everyone whose heart is
then let there be
void of the love of truth.
difference, and even war.”
God warns us,

T H E S AM ARI TAN S

When Israel began rebuilding the temple after the
Babylonian captivity, the Samaritans offered to help.
They claimed to worship the same God. However,
their religion was not pure. They had made compromises. For example, they made images that they
said were to remind them of God. The Lord’s servants
replied, “Ye have nothing to do with us to build an
house unto our God” (Zechariah 4:3). Thus they refused their help or involvement in any way. The next
verse shows the true spirit of those that had offered
their help. Not being able to help, they “weakened the
hands of the people of Judah, and troubled them in
building” (verse 4).

Again we read:

U N H O L Y A L L I AN C ES

In Revelation 18, we read of an unholy relationship, an alliance of the church and state. God calls this
unity fornication, and it results in “wrath” and the
persecution of His people. When a nation partakes of
this persecution, it is said to have drunk of the wine of
the wrath of this fornication with the kings of the
earth. When that stage is reached, the very last opportunity to come out will have come. It will be imperative for us to separate entirely or we will certainly be
lost.

May the Lord help us to put His commands above
any worldly relationship or consideration.

Mission Report
Special
PAPUA N EW G UINEA

The forgotten truth about the Father and Son is
being restored in many lands. This light has been
shining in Papua New Guinea (PNG), the first country visited on a recent missionary trip sponsored by
Restitution Ministry from September to November
2013.

preachers are constantly seeking to establish churches,
and penetrate into new areas with the gospel invitation. They have been attacked with all kinds of
weapons, and have lost teeth and blood, but their
courage and boldness has revealed to the crowds a
love for souls which often wins even their attackers. A
certain preacher was told by an angry mob once that
if he returned they would kill him, his response to
them was that he would be back tomorrow, for God
had not given him the spirit of fear; but of power, and
of love, and of a sound mind (2 Tim. 1:7). The next
day 1 or 2 thousand gathered to hear him from all
around the country, and it resulted in a church being
raised up.
After the camp meeting we went up to the highlands to encourage the believers who were unable to
attend the camp meeting, and to participate in some
street preaching.
The Church at Goroka

Br. Tony Donnel preaching at the Port Moresby camp

A camp meeting was held in Port Moresby, PNG,
and was organized by Pastor Zacharia. Guest speakers
from Australia were: Tony Donnel, Stefan Skucy, Bill
Pinto and Chris Sparks. The zeal of the brethren in
PNG was highlighted by the determination of many
of them to attend the camp meeting, some having to
travel 60 miles on foot across the jungle mountain
trail called the ‘Kokoda track’. Some bought one way
plane tickets from their highland homes, being unable
to afford the return journey. After 3 sermons in the
evening the people were unwilling to go to bed because they hoped to hear another sermon. Likewise
the next morning 3 sermons were given, the brethren
requesting to hear more chose to skip breakfast. Their
hunger for the word of God could not be satisfied.

Street Preaching in PNG

PNG has the highest number of Godhead believing
SDA’s in the world, reportedly 7,000 among a population of only 7 million. The success of the message is
largely due to the relentless street preaching campaigns conducted by the younger men. The street

One day, as we were visiting a small church which
had gathered together to meet with us, following a
short message to them we asked the question, “Does
anybody here have any words which we can pass on to
the churches we will visit throughout the world?” One
dear sister encouraged us with words to this effect:
“Even though we in our circumstances cannot travel
as foreign missionaries as you do, we can as Simon,
the Cyrene did in his circumstances, bear the cross of
Jesus by praying for the work that is being carried
forward by other workers.” This woman’s words have
been relayed to many churches throughout the world.

PHILIPPINES

Raymond Mendiola, the ministry coordinator of
Restitution Ministries Philippines, along with other
leading brethren are putting wholehearted efforts into
searching for souls, and visiting contacts throughout
the SDA church in the Philippines who believe the
truth about God, or who desire to study into the sub-

ject. Their efforts have been very successful, even with
whole churches being won to the truth. Raymond organised for Stefan and Chris to travel around the
Philippines with him, spending a month presenting
the Godhead message to many SDA churches.
The first of four locations
visited during the month
long visit was Santa Cruz in
the northern part of the
Philippines. The believers
worship at the Kagutungan
health restoration site, which
is led out by a brother Carlos
and his family, who have
been sharing the truth about
God with the churches in
their surrounding area. We
were again happy to see, as
in PNG, that there are many
Br. Chris Sparks with
br. Carlos & his family spiritually minded young
men and women involved
with the small country church, namely two young sisters, Valor and Vergie, who are both working towards
becoming medical missionaries. When we first arrived Sister Vergie believed in the trinity, but one day
as she attended the Conference SDA church she was
invited by her friend Valor to come and visit Kagutungan. By the end of our stay of only a few days this
young lady was persuaded for the truth, and began
sharing it with her Pastor and church, taking her
stand for the truth, placing her education and lodging
in jeopardy, for both were sponsored by the SDA
church.
A Brother Ramon, pictured
right, lives in Puerto Priscesa,
on the Island of Palawan with
his family of 12 children. Prior to our visit Ramon had
letter-boxed his neighbourhood to bring people from
the highways and byways to a
5 night seminar held in the
village hall on the 3 angels
messages. We also spent some
time preaching in the streets
Brother Ramon
with brother Ramon, who was
encouraged by brother Stefan Skucy to continue street
preaching after we left. Ramon has donated a section
of his own land and resources to construct a church
for the believers to worship at, even though he lacks
the funds to concrete his own bare earth floor which
flooded after heavy rain.
Brother Raymond Mendiola organised visits to
several SDA churches that we might share the Godhead message. One church we visited several months
before was won for the truth, and their conference

pastor gave them
up and departed.
Knowledge in the
truth about God
grows daily in the
Philippines thanks
to the Lord’s
Br. Stefan Skucy preaching in a
abundant blessing
SDA church in the Philippines
upon His servants
such as brethren Ray and Ramon who have dedicated
themselves to preaching the gospel of our Lord Jesus
Christ.
The last event of our
stay in the Philippines
was a camp meeting
held in Cebu city. This
meeting drew attendees
from all over the Philippines who held diverse opinions on the Brother Raymond Mendiola
Godhead, and therefore gave to many an opportunity to hear the truth.
While some afterwards argued against the messages,
others publically thanked the Lord for the new understanding they had received. Praise the Lord!

Chris Sparks

Brother Ramon preaching in the market with br. Stefan
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